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litigation legal definition of litigation legal dictionary - litigation an action brought in court to enforce a particular right the
act or process of bringing a lawsuit in and of itself a judicial contest any dispute when a person beg, what is litigation free
legal advice - litigation is the term used to describe proceedings initiated between two opposing parties to enforce or
defend a legal right litigation is typically settled by agreement between the parties but may also be heard and decided by a
jury or judge in court, what is litigation definition and meaning - ultimate legal method for settling controversies or
disputes between and among persons organizations and the state in litigation process a case called suit or lawsuit is
brought before a court of law suitably empowered having the jurisdiction to hear the case by the parties involved the litigants
for resolution the judgment, home2 syngenta corn litigation - on march 12 2018 a 1 51 billion settlement was announced
in the syngenta corn class action all corn growers grain handling facilities and ethanol plants as defined in the settlement
agreement across the country are covered by this settlement including any u s farmers who opted out previously, class
action cases findlaw - a class action lawsuit is one in which a group of people with the same or similar injuries caused by
the same product or action sue the defendant as a group other names for lawsuits brought by a number of people who
suffered similar harm or losses are mass tort litigation and multi district litigation mdl, litigation wex legal dictionary
encyclopedia lii - litigation the process of resolving disputes by filing or answering a complaint through the public court
system the nature of this complaint including the probable outcome for each side becomes the basis for any settlement
negotiatons
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